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Bridging expectations for growth after Q2
(FYE January 2016 Q1 Results）
~ Business as usual and continue to prepare for growth~
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Business Profile


ENIGMO operates BUYMA.com, the largest social fashion e-commerce website in
Japan.



BUYMA.com provides a “market place” for two types of entities: “Personal
Shoppers” and “Members”. “Personal Shoppers” are individuals throughout the
world, providing items for sale to “Members”. “Members” are online shoppers,
who may shop and buy items from all over the world. “Personal Shoppers”
introduce the latest fashion items overseas through BUYMA.com website, and
once they receive the purchase order from “Members”, they purchase and ship
the items directly to them.



ENIGMO(BUYMA) stands in the middle of the “Personal Shoppers” and “Members”,
providing escrow services to ensure a safe and reliable transaction experience.



ENIGMO’s (BUYMA’s) revenue stream is realized by collecting a fee from the
“Personal Shoppers” as well as from the “Members (purchasers)” ie., on both
sides of the transaction. There are also fees collected from a paid option for the
compensation service “Anshin hosho (safe warranty)”.



The feature of BUYMA is that they introduce a wide range of ladies’ and men’s
fashion items and other home décor items and accessories simultaneously as
they appear in the fashion and other markets worldwide.



ENIGMO acquired “Rocket Venture” in Q1. Rocket Venture operates a curation
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media for fashion “4meee!” and ”4yuuu!”; the former targets young females
while the latter targets young mothers. There is also a Chinese version for
“4meee!”. Through the acquisition, ENIGO aims to increase BUYMA users through
the sites, as well as to increase advertisement revenue from these sites.


As the deemed acquisition date of Rocket Venture is April 30th 2015, it is included
in ENIGMO’s consolidated BS (but no consolidated figures for PL) for end April (Q1,
FYE Jan 2016).



ENIGMO plans to expand membership numbers and revenue for BUYMA through
large-scale promotion from Q2 onwards.
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【Results of Q1 FYE Jan 2016】

Revenue
Cost of revenue
cost ratio

Gross profit
gross profit ratio

SG & A
SG & A ratio

Operating profit
operating profit ratio

(Unit; Thousand Yen)
% YoY
Q1 FYE2016 Q1 FYE2015
571,023
563,273 101.38%
95.27%
96,466
101,260
16.89%

17.98%

474,556

462,012

83.11%

82.02%

204,680

169,581

35.84%

30.11%

269,875

292,431

47.26%

51.92%

FY '15 (est.)
3,436,000

% Complete

702,000

38.44%

16.62%

102.72%
120.70%
92.29%

20.43%

（While disclosure is made on a consolidated basis starting this Q1 (with the
acquisition of Rocket Venture on April 30th, 2015, the last day of Q1),

PL

comparisons are made on a non-consolidated basis)
Overview
Revenue for Q1(February-April 2015) increased 1.38% yoy to 571 million yen, a
modest but meaningful increase when considering that there was a “last minute
surge” in demand before the consumption tax hike the same time last year. Gross
profit also increased by 2.72% yoy to 474 million yen. However, operating profit
decreased 7.71% yoy to 269 million yen as SG&A expenses— including hiring more
staff to respond to the expected membership increase, setting up call centers and
implementing measures to prepare for global business expansion— increased by 35
million yen.
When we look at the percentage of revenue and expenses for Q1 compared to the
total forecasted amount for the whole fiscal year, revenue was 16.62% while
expenses have already amounted to over 30％. As the Company intends to put in
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place extensive advertising and promotional measures for the current fiscal year (in
their endeavor to acquire more membership and subsequent increase in revenue
and profits) the figures for Q1 show that the Company has made this quarter a
preparation period for the planned leap ahead.
The analyses of the figures disclosed by the Company are as follows.
【Analysis of Major KPIs】

Looking at the Company’s major KPIs (ie. trading volume, number of transactions,
Membership, and Active Membership), we see that trading volume and the number
of transactions are the KPIs that have worsened yoy. This can be regarded as the
effect of a reactionary fall after the rushed demand before the consumption tax hike
a year earlier.
On the other hand, the average unit price per transaction (trading volume ÷
number of transaction）for this Q1 was 19,432 JPY, 106.7% of the previous Q1’s
18,235 JPY. Taking into consideration however, the extent of the JPY depreciation
against the USD (approx. 116%) it can be said that the depreciated yen has not
translated fully and directly into increased unit prices; ie. average unit price per
transaction could be considered to have declined in real terms.
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Membership has increased to over 2.3 million as of end April (Q1) 2015. More
importantly, if we compare the average number of members acquired per month,
the average for the 3 months from end January to April 2015 was 45,800,
compared to 45,106, the average number for last fiscal year; this indicates that the
pace in acquiring new members is accelerating. It is also worth noting that the
number of Active Members (those Members who have purchased at least once in the
past year) has also increased by approximately 34,000 compared to the previous
year.
When we focus on the purchasing amounts of these newly acquired members (ie.
first-time purchasers), according to the Company presentation for the previous
fiscal year, 51.69% of these first-time purchasers buy items under 10,000 JPY.
Therefore, a slight decline in average unit price per purchase mentioned above could
be a reflection of these increased members buying relatively inexpensive items. It
also shows that the Company’s measures to expand lineup of inexpensive items
have proved effective.
It is difficult however to draw conclusions on what a slight decline in the amount of
average unit price per purchase mean under an environment where total trading
volume and transaction amounts have decreased yoy (combined with multiple
factors such as the “demand-surged quarter” in the previous year and the
depreciating yen). That said, it is worthy to note that according to figures disclosed
by Japan Direct Marketing Association (JADMA), sales amount for clothing items for
February to April 2015 was 2.8% below the same 3 month period for the previous
year (according to Company’s calculations from JADMA figures). When we compare
this with the decline in trade volume for the Company (0.8%), we see that the
Company performed better than the industry in general. Also, as mentioned in the
beginning of the report, the Company’s revenue marked a slight increase yoy for this
Q1, which shows that even without any kind of promotional measure, the Company
was able to go about business as usual, and even post a slight increase in its top line.
【Promotional measures moving forward】
The percentage of people’s recognition of BUYMA within Japan is approximately 25％
（As of February 1st, research by ENIGMO）. ENIGMO has therefore decided to air a
nationwide TV commercial with the intention of increasing the public’s recognition of
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“BUYMA”. The message/theme of the TV commercial will be “You can buy the world”,
and there will be simultaneous projects on the BUYMA website that is linked to the
content of the TV commercial. Through these promotional measures, the Company
intends to create a cycle where: TV commercial increases BUYMA recognition ⇒
increase in number of visitors to the BUYMA site ⇒ rapidly accelerate the number of
Active Membership.

“You can buy the world.”

This quarter was a waiting/preparation period for the full scale promotional
measures planned ahead. Therefore, there were no positive measures put in
place for this quarter per-se, yet the Company managed to post a slight
increase in its top line, compared to the “exceptional” demand of the same
period last year. This is evidence that the Company’s fundamental business
model continue to remain robust.
Also, Mr. Suda, the CEO of ENIGMO is an expert in marketing, as he originally
worked for Hakuhodo, the famous advertising agency. SIR will look forward
to seeing increased recognition of BUYMA among the public, and ENIGMO’s
subsequent development of their global business operations.
Yuichi Sekiguchi
CEO, Strategic IR Insight, Inc.
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Global Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by Strategic IR Insight Inc. (hereafter “SIR”). This document is for
distribution only as may be permitted by law. It is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or
use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country
or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to
law or regulation or would subject SIR to any registration or licensing requirement within such
jurisdiction. It is published solely for information purposes; it is not an advertisement nor is it a
solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular
trading strategy. No representation or warranty expresses or implied, is provided in relation to the
accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained in this document (‘the
Information’), except with respect to Information concerning SIR. The Information is not intended
to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in
the document. SIR does not undertake to update or keep current the Information. Any opinions
expressed in this document may change without notice and may differ or be contrary to opinions
expressed by other business areas or groups of SIR. Any statements contained in this report
attributed to a third party represent SIR's interpretation of the data, information and/or opinions
provided by that third party either publicly or through a subscription service, and such use and
interpretation has not been reviewed by the third party.
Nothing in this document constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or
recommendation is suitable or appropriate to an investor’s individual circumstances or otherwise
constitutes a personal recommendation. Investments involve risks, and investors should exercise
prudence and their own judgment in making their investment decisions.
Research will initiate, update and cease coverage solely at the discretion of SIR. The analysis
contained in this document is based on numerous assumptions. Different assumptions could result
in materially different results. The analyst(s) responsible for the preparation of this document may
interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other parties for the purpose of
gathering, applying and interpreting market information.
SIR specifically prohibits the redistribution of this document in whole or in part without the written
permission of SIR and SIR accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this
respect. Images may depict objects or elements that are protected by third party copyright,
trademarks and other intellectual property rights. All rights reserved.
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